Embedded C Developer

This is who we are
At FlatFrog you will join a friendly, fun and creative environment where we value knowledge, logic and
reason. We work as a team, have great respect for each other and we always strive to compete with
the world’s best!
FlatFrog is a pioneer technology provider for interactive large displays and we are revolutionizing the
world with our high-performance patented technologies and applications. Our customers are large
international brands that sell complete displays and products into corporate and education
markets. We develop, ground-up, both software and hardware made for large volume production. Our
headquarters are at Ideon in Lund and we have offices in US and Asia.
We are growing and are now looking for an Embedded C Developer to join our innovative and highly
skilled Firmware and System Test team in Lund, Sweden.

What’s in it for you?
At FlatFrog we put our customers and users first. We have led the disruptive innovation around natural
digital writing for large displays and continue to innovate with new interactive solutions for corporate,
education and other segments.
As a Developer at FlatFrog you will be working with the whole chain from innovation, implementation
over to deployment and customer support. Working in a team with high level of freedom and few
processes demands a big responsibility to deliver working solutions.

Your profile
We are looking for a general embedded C developer, spanning from low level embedded C up to C
development in a Linux environment. You have a Master of Science degree with specialization in
computer science, electronics, physics or similar and you have at least a couple of years’ experiences in
relevant fields. You have a genuine interest and knowledge in advanced technical solutions and to get
it to work in a customer product.
We expect an individual who sees a challenge in working with a high performing Agile team and who
has a passion to deliver better-than-expected results. You are used to take initiative and together with
the team come up with solutions and solve problems without waiting for someone else to do it. We
are looking for an open-minded and humble individual who has a strong belief in his/her skills. You
search for answers and information and are able to help and take help from your colleagues. We see
that you are pragmatic and focused to get things working all the way to our customers.
Important skills for this position:
• Embedded C
• Development in Linux environment
Good to have skills:
• Python
• Experience from Android OS / Android architecture
Nice to have skills:
• ARM/SIMD assembler
• Git

If you think you have got what it takes...
Please send your resume and a personal letter to jobs@flatfrog.com entering “Embedded C
Developer” in the subject field.
We ask you to apply as soon as possible as applications will be reviewed on an ongoing basis. The
position is open for applications for as long as this ad is open.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact Pontus Bergendahl, Manager FW & System Test,
pontus.bergendahl@flatfrog.com

